Press release 21st March 2022

Soil Evolution - "Festival" for the soil

For the first time, a special event for soil fertility and soil structure will be held in the German-speaking region from 31st May to 2nd June 2022 under the motto "From practitioners for practitioners. We sow the future!". The venue is the Hofgut Dettenberg, in 88524 Uttenweiler near Biberach an der Riß (Baden-Württemberg, Germany).

The focus is on the transfer of knowledge for soil and climate protection, humus build-up, conservation agriculture, fertilisation, and plant protection. The organisers are the Association for Conservation Tillage (Gesellschaft für konservierende Bodenbearbeitung e.V., Germany), Soil.Life (Boden.Leben, Austria) and Swiss No-Till (Switzerland). The three institutions want to join their long-term experience in the field of soil and innovative farming systems and pass on their knowledge to practitioners through an exchange of experience and knowledge to help putting your soils in condition to meet the upcoming challenges.

Practitioners, advisors, and scientists with decades of experience in conservation agriculture, greening systems, humus management and crop production systems will present their experiences for discussion and show solutions from their farms. Over three days, in five presentation tents, you will receive new impulses on topics such as no-till technology, humus management, mulch and harrow concepts, crop rotation, cover crops, fertilisation concepts, mob grazing, crop mixtures, soil biology, and much more.

Top-class exhibitors will present their products on the topics of soil and soil fertility on the 22-hectare exhibition area.

Practical workshops on soil science, plant sap analysis or earthworm identification will be offered in the outdoor area. Using a rain simulator, we will demonstrate erosion prevention through optimal soil structure.

At the different stations you can talk to the speakers and exchange ideas on issues about crop and soil management in more detail.

We cordially invite everyone interested in soil to our "Soil Festival".

Further information on Soil Evolution 2022 and the ticket shop can be found at www.soilevolution.com.
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